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OTHER INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
THE ICRC: AN ALIBI FOR SWISS
NEUTRALITY?
Refraining from participation and abstaining from interfer-
ence can be for various reasons: it may be a question of self-
preservation and self-assertion, of the judgment that good and
bad, true and false are to be found on both sides, of holding
back in the interests of a higher purpose or a special task.
Neutrality may however have its origin in indifference, fear
and cowardice.  Neutrality in itself is therefore not a virtue.1
I.  INTRODUCTION
This Note recognizes at the outset that the foreign policy of neu-
trality has been seriously questioned, and at times, severely criti-
cized.2  It acknowledges the concern that despite its valid legal stat-
ure, the moral basis for a policy of neutrality is far from clear.3  In the
contemporary world setting, where states are required to answer for
past transgressions, including inaction, history can be a harsh judge of
neutral powers.  It has become clear that at any given moment, a
state’s foreign policy must have both legal and moral justification.
These requirements pose special problems for Switzerland, both
because of its status as a neutral and because of recent class action
lawsuits against the Swiss government and private Swiss banks for
their conduct during the Second World War.4  Both the Swiss gov-
1. HANS HAUG, HUMANITY FOR ALL: THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS AND RED
CRESCENT MOVEMENT 461 (1993).
2. See generally Tim Luckhurst, The Gnome Guard, SCOTSMAN, Jan. 2, 1999, at 13, avail-
able in WL 5804973.
3. These considerations are the object of discussions reflected in the contemporary Swiss
press.  Particular examples include Éric Hoesli, La neutralité est morte.  Tant mieux, L’HEBDO,
May 15, 1997 (visited Mar. 16, 1999) <http://www.webdo.ch/hebdo/hebdo_1997/hebdo_20/
edito_20.html>; Pierre-André Stauffer, Neutralité: le cadavre se remet à bouger, L’HEBDO, July
30 1998 (visited Mar. 16, 1999) <http://www.webdo.ch/hebdo/hebdo_1998/hebdo_31/
neutralite_31.html>.
4. Reports on recovering holocaust assets prepared by Stuart E. Eizenstat, Undersecre-
tary of Commerce for International Trade and Special Envoy of the Department of State on
Property Restitution in Central and Eastern Europe, and other key documents involved in the
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ernment and the banks adopted a highly legalistic defense, suggesting
that moral considerations are not relevant in establishing liability.
This legalistic approach offended the plaintiffs, descendants of Holo-
caust victims organized through Jewish-American organizations and
represented by New York attorney Ed Fagan.5  The plaintiffs as-
serted that the legal “neutrality” defense was merely an excuse for
otherwise unacceptable behavior.6  This expression of outrage is
compelling evidence that if neutrality is to remain a viable foreign
policy, it clearly needs solid moral ground to stand on.
This Note examines the validity of a possible moral justification
for Switzerland’s continuing foreign policy of neutrality.  It analyzes
the argument that Swiss neutrality is an essential element allowing
for the promotion of human rights law through humanitarian efforts.
Examples are drawn from the experience of the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC), a non-governmental organization
(NGO) based in Geneva which itself has a long-standing practice of
neutrality, and which has a tradition of strong ties with the Swiss
state.
Section II examines the evolution of the concept of neutrality
from its inception to the present time.  Section III addresses the rela-
tionship between human rights law and humanitarian law.  Section IV
evaluates neutrality’s relationship to human rights and humanitarian
law, and the extent to which their interdependence is essential to the
fulfillment of common goals.  Section IV then considers whether
Switzerland’s neutral foreign policy is of sufficient consequence to
humanitarian endeavors and the development of human rights law to
justify its perpetuation.  The Note’s evaluation of the relationship be-
tween Swiss neutrality and the effectiveness of the ICRC suggests
that while there is an undeniable link between the two, Swiss neu-
trality is an element neither essential to ensuring the provision of
quality humanitarian work, nor to the development of related cus-
tomary law of human rights.
controversy over Swiss behavior during the Second World War are available via links at
<http://www.giussani.com/holocaust-assets/>.
5. 4 Insurers Agree to Pay on Holocaust Victims Issue, WASH. POST, Aug. 26, 1998, at
A14.
6. See Luckhurst, supra note 2, at 13.
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II.  THE CONCEPT OF NEUTRALITY
A. History of Neutrality
Though limited in scope, the concept of state neutrality was
known at the time of Grotius.7  He identified two rules for neutrals
that, to this day, are recognized rules of international law.  First, neu-
trals should neither strengthen the position of a belligerent power
with an unjust cause, nor hinder the position of a belligerent with a
just cause.8  And second, the warring parties should be treated alike
when the cause of the war is in doubt.9  Neutral status is connected
with war in that it is descriptive of states that choose not to partici-
pate in war.  Oppenheim defines neutrality as “the attitude of impar-
tiality adopted by third States towards belligerents and recognized by
belligerents, such attitude creating rights and duties between the im-
partial States and the belligerents.”10  Unless expressly stated in a
treaty, the decision to remain neutral in time of war is a political de-
cision rather than a legal right or duty.11
B.  Evolution of Neutrality
The law of neutrality has evolved significantly since its inception.
During the eighteenth century, both theory and practice came to rec-
ognize a neutral power’s duty to remain impartial and the belliger-
ent’s duty not to violate neutral territory.12  In the nineteenth century,
this emerging tradition was institutionalized with the permanent neu-
tralization of Belgium and Switzerland.  Switzerland was the first to
declare itself a neutral with its international declaration at the Con-
gress of Vienna on November 20, 1815.13  This declaration obligated
Switzerland to “refrain from unneutral activities,” while requiring
7. See generally HUGO GROTIUS, DU JURE BELLI AC PACIS [OF THE LAW OF WAR AND
PEACE] (1715).
8. See L. OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW § 287, at 625-26 (7th ed. 1948).
9. See id.
10. Id. § 293, at 653.
11. The traditional law of neutrality is codified in the 1907 Hague Conventions, Nos. V,
Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Case of War on Land, 26 Stat. 2310,
T.S. 540, and XIII, Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Naval War, 36 Stat.
2415, T.S. [hereinafter 1907 Hague Conventions].
12. See OPPENHEIM, supra note 8, § 288, at 626-27.
13. See Detlev Vagts, Editorial Comment, Switzerland, International Law and World War
II, 91 AM. J. INT’L. L. 466, 467 (1997).
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other states to refrain from interfering with Switzerland’s sover-
eignty.14
Switzerland’s neutral status was cause for special consideration
in the context of the Covenant of the League of Nations.  While the
Covenant did not abolish neutrality as such (it permitted Members of
the League to remain neutral when other Members resorted to war in
violation of the Covenant),15 Article 16 of the Covenant imposed a
binding obligation upon Members to impose economic sanctions un-
der certain circumstances.16  However, Switzerland benefited from a
special exemption upon admittance to the League, stating that Swit-
zerland “shall not be forced to participate in a military action or to
permit the passage of foreign troops, or the preparation of military
enterprises upon her territory.”17
Under the Charter of the United Nations, the rights of Members
to remain neutral have been dramatically altered.  Article 25, which
obligates Members to comply with decisions of the Security Council,
and Article 2(5), which obligates members to assist the United Na-
tions in any action taken in accordance with the Charter, combine to
abolish the right to neutrality when the Security Council commands
unanimous action by its Members.18  Thus, only abstention from
United Nations membership, or the declaration of perpetual or per-
manent neutrality by treaty, can grant true, autonomous neutrality.
C.  Neutrality Today
Some commentators hold that the moral standing of neutrals has
declined over time.  Josef Kunz writes, “neutrality [is now] looked
upon as something immoral, if not criminal.”19  The recent interna-
tional concern regarding the role of the Swiss government and Swiss
private institutions during World War II speaks volumes about the
changing attitude toward political neutrality.20  Although it is now
14. Id.
15. Covenant of the League of Nations, art. 16, para. 3 (requiring Members of the League
to “mutually support one another in financial and economic measures” taken against warring
Members, but not requiring military support).
16. See Covenant of the League of Nations art. 16, para. 1.
17. See Message from the Federal Council to the Federal Assembly of August 4, 1919
(English ed.), Official Bulletin of the Swiss Federal Assembly, 198-210.
18. See U.N. CHARTER art. 25; U.N. CHARTER art. 2, para. 5.
19. Josef L. Kunz, The Laws of War, 50 AM. J. INT’L. L. 313, 326 (1956).
20. A detailed analysis and resources concerning Switzerland and the controversy over
holocaust assets are available at Switzerland and the Holocaust Assets (visited Apr. 12, 1999)
<http://www.giussani.com/holocaust-assets/>.
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clear that Swiss conduct during World War II (both official and pri-
vate) was not free of moral reproach, it is far from clear that the
Swiss government actually violated international law.21
The change in public opinion towards neutral states can be ex-
plained by a number of factors.  First, the forces of globalization and
the prevalence of news media have contributed to an increased
awareness of human rights violations and humanitarian catastro-
phes.22  More than that, they have cast light upon the actions and in-
actions of all states.  When the collective conscience of the interna-
tional community declares a moral obligation to act, it is no longer
acceptable for a state, which is capable of taking a stand, to refrain
from taking action because it has no strict legal obligation to do so.23
Second, it may well be true that Switzerland’s original decision to de-
clare itself neutral stemmed from a laudable “ethic of conviction,” in
the words of Max Weber.24  Neutrality was believed to be an end in
21. For an analysis of official Swiss conduct during World War II under international law,
see generally Vagts, supra note 13.
22. See, e.g., Deborah L. Spar, U.S. Firms Abroad Show More Human Rights Savvy, PITT.
POST-GAZETTE, Apr. 20, 1998, at A1.
23. This view is reflected in contemporary Swiss political discourse: “La Suisse ne peut pas
définir à un moment donné sa politique de neutralité indépendamment des données interna-
tionales et ensuite l’appliquer continuellement.  Le monde est l’objet de transformations per-
manentes.  Les modifications apparaissant dans notre entourage et dans l’attitude des autres
Etats sur le plan de politique étrangère ont – que nous le voulions ou non – des répercussions
sur notre politique de neutralité . . . .  [Celle-ci] doit donc – comme toute action politique –
prendre en considération les nouvelles nécessités apparaissant dans un monde en changement
. . . .  [N]otre neutralité doit être maintenue dans la mesure où elle contribue mieux que
d’autres concepts à la réalisation de nos valeurs et de nos objectifs fondamentaux.”
[Switzerland cannot define at a given moment its policy of neutrality independently of interna-
tional realities, and apply it continually.  The world is subject to permanent transformations.
The modifications appearing in our environment and in the attitude of other states in the realm
of foreign policy have whether we like it or not—repercussions on our policy of neutrality . . . .
It must therefore, like all political action, take into account the new necessities appearing in a
changing world . . . .  Our neutrality must be maintained to the extent that it contributes better
than other concepts to the realization of our values and our fundamental objectives.]  Parti
Radical-démocratique, Neutralité: Prise de position [Communication from the Swiss Radical-
Democratic Party] (last modified May 25, 1998), <http://www.prd.ch/prd/pap_pos/ neu-
tralite.html> (translation by author).
24. “[Max] Weber’s Weltanschauung was based on the conviction that it was impossible,
objectively, rationally, and scientifically, to pass judgment on the value of a fact, theory, or
mode of behavior; on the contrary, the individual must autonomously choose between alterna-
tives.  This is especially true of ethical decisions, wherein an ethic of absolute value is opposed
to an ethic of responsibility . . . .  The latter ethic bases action upon responsibility to a group,
such as the family, the state, the church or the party; therefore, whoever decides and acts ac-
cording to this ethic assumes the obligation, if occasion arises, or sacrificing his own integrity
and—in religious sense—thus becomes a sinner.”  PAUL HONIGSHEIM, ON MAX WEBER 113-
14 (1968).
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itself, an absolute value which a nation could strive to attain and
maintain.  In today’s interconnected society, individuals have access
to a wealth of information, allowing them to become familiar with,
and pass judgment on the actions of global players.  Whereas the
world of realpolitik called for political absolutes, the current
“universal awareness” calls for an “ethic of responsibility.”25  The
neutral state, like any other, is required to be responsive to victims of
human rights abuses, or else it will be obligated to justify its failure to
take action.
Some contemporary commentators suggest there is no room for
neutrality in this current ethical setting.  William Galston takes the
following view:
Thinkers such as John Rawls, Ronald Dworkin, Bruce Ackerman,
and Charles Larmore insist that the state must be “neutral” . . . to-
ward all individual conceptions of the good life . . . .  There are at
least three reasons why the neutrality thesis cannot be sustained.
First, it represents a deep misunderstanding of the Lockean argu-
ment, which embodies, and requires, consensus concerning the sub-
stance and importance of key secular goods such as the minimiza-
tion of violent conflict.  Liberal neutrality toward competing
accounts of salvation thus cannot be extended straightforwardly to
competing conceptions of the good.  Second, it cannot be squared
with the reality of liberal politics, which can hardly take a step
without appealing to some understanding of the good.  Finally, the
thesis fails in its own terms: Each of its proponents tacitly relies on
a more than formal and more than instrumental conception of the
good to move his argument forward.26
If the “good life” includes respect for human rights, Galston’s
argument makes intuitive sense.  It is important not to confuse philo-
sophical notions with legal definitions of neutrality.  However, if neu-
tral legal status is to have a moral purpose, political philosophy pro-
vides insight.  Belief in human rights may not be morally consistent
with a neutral foreign policy that does not allow for action to be
taken in the event of human rights violations.  The following sections
demonstrate how neutral status can promote the defense of interna-
tional human rights indirectly, through the implementation of hu-
manitarian intervention.
25. Id.
26. WILLIAM A. GALSTON, LIBERAL PURPOSES: GOODS VIRTUES AND DIVERSITY IN THE
LIBERAL STATE 7-8 (1991).
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D.  The Continued Viability of Neutrality
In addition to the strong incompatibility between neutrality and
membership in the United Nations, neutrality may not subsist outside
of the United Nations either.27  According to this argument, the obli-
gations of neutral powers under the Hague Conventions conflict with
their obligations under the Charter, and Charter obligations prevail
pursuant to Article 103 thereof.28  Thus, should the Security Council
deem that measures must be taken to ensure international peace and
security, and should these measures involve, for example, a violation
of neutral airspace, Member States will have no choice but to violate
traditional principles of neutrality.29
This argument is refuted by the four Geneva Conventions of
August 12, 1949, which make many references to neutral powers and
assign important roles to them.30  The signatories to the Geneva Con-
ventions were, in large part, U.N. Members.31  Thus, although tradi-
tional notions of neutrality may be incompatible with the U.N. Char-
ter, the Charter itself is not sufficient to deny the legitimacy of
political neutrality.  Signatories to the Conventions consented to the
continued existence of neutral nations and the role of neutrals in time
of conflict.32
27. See Francis Deák, Neutrality Revisited, in TRANSNATIONAL LAW IN A CHANGING
SOCIETY – ESSAYS IN HONOR OF PHILIP C. JESSUP 137, 143-44 (Wolfgang Friedmann et al.
eds., 1972).
28. See Hague Conventions, supra note 11; U.N. CHARTER art. 103.
29. See Deák, supra note 27, at 143-44.
30. See Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in the
Armed Forces in the Field, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3114, 75 U.N.T.S. 31 (Art. 4: “Neutral Pow-
ers shall apply by analogy the provisions of the present Convention . . .”; Art. 27: “A recog-
nized Society of a neutral country can only lend the assistance of its medical personnel and
units to a Party to the conflict with the previous consent of its own Government . . . .  The neu-
tral Government shall notify this consent to the adversary of the State which accepts such assis-
tance . . . .“; Art. 43: “The medical units belonging to neutral countries . . . .”); Convention for
the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed
Forces at Sea, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3217, 75 U.N.T.S. 85 (Art. 10: “. . . Detaining power shall
request a neutral State . . . Any neutral power . . . .”; Art 32: “[Hospital ships] are not classed as
warships as regards their stay in a neutral port.”); Convention Relative to the Treatment of
Prisoners of War, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3316, 75 U.N.T.S. 135 (Arts. 4(B)(2) and 122 refer to
“neutral or non-belligerent powers,” and Annex IV deals with Accommodation in Neutral
Countries); Convention Relative to the Protection of Civil Persons in Time of War, Aug. 12,
1949, 6 U.S.T. 3516, 75 U.N.T.S. 287 (Art. 4 speaks of “Nationals of a neutral State who find
themselves in the territory of a belligerent State . . . ,” and Arts. 61 & 132 of “neutral power[s]”
(emphasis added)) [hereinafter Geneva Conventions of 1949].
31. See Geneva Conventions of 1949, supra, note 30.
32. See id.
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After World War II, the Swiss government stated its position on
the issue of neutrality.33  It understood the concept as a permanent
status, conferring duties upon the nation in peacetime.  In addition,
the Swiss government recognized that in time of war, the rights and
obligations of permanent neutrals are identical to those of ad hoc
neutrals.34  This policy demonstrates Switzerland’s intent to be bound
by traditional principles of neutrality despite the collective action re-
quirements of the Charter.  Further indication of the continued exis-
tence of political neutrality is evidenced by the fact that Austria and
Laos have both declared their permanent neutral status since the
U.N. was established (in 1954 and 1962, respectively).35
The most recent challenge to Swiss neutrality occurred in 1990
during the Gulf War.  As a result of Security Council Resolution 661,
“all States” were asked to impose economic sanctions on Iraq, the
aggressor state.36  The Swiss Federal Council complied with this re-
quest, finding it not incompatible with Switzerland’s status as a per-
manent neutral.37  The Council justified its decision by stating that
“[neutrality] does not impose on the neutral State the obligation to
maintain economic relations with a party involved in a conflict . . . .
[I]mplementation [of a State’s policy of neutrality] should be left to
its discretion.”38  Future international crises will most likely continue
to call into question the purposes of a policy of neutrality.39  Only if
33. See Jurisprudence des autorités administratives de la Confédération, [Swiss Federal
Administrative Jurisprudence] 1954, Fac. 24, Nos. 1 & 14; Schweizerisches Jahrbuch fuer Inter-
nationales Recht [Swiss Yearbook of International Law] 195 (1957).
34. This is in accordance with the 1907 Hague Conventions.  See Convention Respecting
the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Case of War on Land, Oct. 18, 1907, 36 Stat. 2310,
T.S. No. 540; Convention Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Naval War,
Oct. 18, 1907, 36 Stat. 2415, T.S. No. 545.
35. See William Drozdiak, Voting Day Across Europe; Many Cast Protest Ballots; Austria
Backs EU, WASH. POST, June 13, 1994, at A01; Michael Uhl, How We Bombed Laos, WASH.
POST, Sept. 17, 1995, at X04.
36. See Iraq’s Economy Squeezed, ECONOMIST, Aug. 18, 1990, at 34.
37. See Proceedings of the Swiss Federal Assembly, Sept. 24, 1990; Official Bulletin of the
Federal Assembly (National Council) 1511, (Council of the Cantons) 839.  For more analysis
concerning the compatibility of permanent neutrality with collective U.N. action, see Daniel
Thürer, Comment, U.N. Enforcement Measures and Neutrality; The Case of Switzerland, 30 Ar-
chiv des Völkerrechts [A.V.R.] 63 (1992).
38. Id.
39. Questions concerning Switzerland’s initially pro-NATO stance during the Kosovo cri-
sis provide fuller evidence that this issue is not resolved.  D.S. Miéville, Offrir des bons offices
au nom de la neutralité, ce serait paver d’or la voie de l’Alleingang, LE TEMPS, 1 Apr. 1999,
available at <http://www.letemps.ch/archive/1999/04/01/suisse_1.htm> (visited Apr.11, 1999).
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neutrality can be proven to serve the greater international good, will
Switzerland be able to justify its continued existence as a neutral.
III.  HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND HUMANITARIAN LAW
The proposition under scrutiny is that Swiss neutrality contrib-
utes to the creation of customary international law of human rights
by facilitating humanitarian action.  In order to understand this chain
of events, it is necessary to examine briefly the relationship between
international law and humanitarian law, in particular, the role of hu-
manitarian law in promoting awareness and respect for human rights.
A. Evolution
If international law were divided into its two traditional compo-
nents, the law of peace and the law of war,40 human rights law would
undoubtedly fall within the umbra of the law of peace, while humani-
tarian law would be included in the law of war.41  This is due to the
historical roots of each discipline; while humanitarian law developed
out of international agreements during wartime, human rights law
arose in the form of domestic constitutional guarantees.42  The law of
war is substantially older than human rights law, which did not be-
come recognized at the international level until after World War II.43
The atrocities committed during World War II focused worldwide at-
tention on the need to institutionalize international human rights in-
struments that form today’s human rights guarantees.44  The effect of
war on the development of human rights law is an indication of the
latter’s relationship to humanitarian law.
40. See David Kennedy, A New Stream of International Law Scholarship, in INTER-
NATIONAL RULES: APPROACHES FROM INTERNATIONAL LAW AND INTERNATIONAL RE-
LATIONS 230, 246 (Robert J. Beck et al. eds., 1996).
41. See generally Dietrich Schindler, Human Rights and Humanitarian Law: Interrelation-
ship of the Laws, 31 AM. U.L. REV. 935 (1982).
42. See id.
43. See id.
44. Most relevant are the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A(III),
U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., U.N. Doc. A/810, at 71 (1948); the European Convention for the Protec-
tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 221; the Interna-
tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A, U.N. GAOR, 21st Sess., Supp.
(No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966); the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A, U.N. GAOR 21st Sess., Supp. (No. 16) at 49, U.N. Doc.
A/6316 (1966); and the American Convention on Human Rights, signed Nov. 22, 1969,
OAS/Ser. K/XVI/1.1, art. 27, Doc. 65, Rev. 1, Corr. 1 (1970), reprinted in 65 AM. J. INT’L L. 679
(1971).
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Only recently have international guarantees of human rights in-
cluded provisions ensuring their respect in times of armed conflict.45
The proliferation of armed conflict, often internal in nature, has ne-
cessitated international legal safeguards.46  Conflicts in recent dec-
ades, including those in Nigeria-Biafra, Vietnam, South Asia, and
Bosnia-Herzegovina, have highlighted an important link between
humanitarian and human rights law.  In each conflict, self-
determination, a guaranteed human right, was being fought for.  The
quest for self-determination led to the request for recognition as a
party to an international armed conflict–an aspect of humanitarian
law.47
Human rights law has greatly influenced humanitarian law, while
the converse is not the case.48  The Geneva Conventions were drafted
in the year following the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
bear traces of its language.49  For example, the Geneva Conventions
mention the rights of protected persons rather than those of con-
tracting parties.50  The two Protocols Additional to the Geneva Con-
ventions (opened for signature in 1977) make express reference to
human rights.51  Article 75 of Protocol I and Article 6 of Protocol II
are derived from the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.  The Preamble to Protocol II refers to “international instru-
ments relating to human rights [that] offer a basic protection to the
human person.”52  Some have argued that without the momentum of
the international human rights movement, the 1977 Protocols would
not exist today.53
45. The 1968 U.N. International Conference on Human Rights adopted a resolution enti-
tled “Human Rights in Armed Conflict,” which, while referring to humanitarian law, acknowl-
edged their interdependence.  G.A. Res. 2444, U.N. GAOR, 23d Sess., Supp. No. 18, at 50, 51
U.N. Doc. A/7218 (1968).
46. See Draft Statute for the International Criminal Court, June 17, 1998, at 11.
47. See Schindler, supra note 41, at 935.
48. See id. at 937.
49. See, e.g., Convention on the Protection of Civil Persons in Times of War, supra note
30.
50. See id.
51. See Protocols Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (Protocols I & II),
opened for signature Dec. 12, 1977, reprinted in 16 I.L.M. 1391 [hereinafter Protocols].
52. Id.; see also Schindler, supra note 41, at 937-38.
53. See Schindler, supra note 41, at 937-38.
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B. Common Objectives, Different Uses
While human rights law applies both in peacetime and in armed
conflict, humanitarian law is designed only for the latter.  However,
the human rights conventions allow states to derogate their human
rights obligations in times of war or emergency.54  This substantially
reduces the extent to which human rights and humanitarian law
overlap, because states are likely to take advantage of their deroga-
tion rights during crises.
The critical area of overlap occurs in the area of internal (non-
international) armed conflict.  The humanitarian law provisions gov-
erning internal armed conflicts are Article 3, common to all four Ge-
neva Conventions, and Additional Protocol II.55  It is precisely in
these conflicts, where the most and the worst human rights violations
are likely to occur, that human rights law and humanitarian law mesh.
In an internal armed conflict, “the dispositive question for the indi-
viduals concerned will be which of the two sets of conventions will
guarantee more rights and which will have a better mechanism to en-
force those rights.”56
Humanitarian law instruments are specially designed for armed
conflict situations.  Their aim is to secure the right of personal liberty
and to prevent inhumane treatment of civilians, injured soldiers, and
prisoners of war.57  Prisoners of war are better protected under hu-
manitarian law than human rights law because humanitarian law is
directly binding on the actors in conflict.58  In contrast, human rights
law is premised on the notion that rights-bearing individuals will not
be stripped of those rights and will therefore be in a position to de-
fend them.59
54. See, e.g., The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 44, art.
4; European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, su-
pra note 44, art. 15; The American Convention on Human Rights, supra note 44, art. 27.
55. See Geneva Conventions of 1949, supra note 30, art. 3; Protocols, supra note 51, Proto-
col II (Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the
Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts).
56. Schindler, supra note 41, at 939.
57. See Geneva Conventions of 1949, supra note 30.  The fourth Convention protects ci-
vilians during times of war.  The second Convention is designed for the amelioration of the
condition of wounded and sick soldiers in the field.  And the third Convention establishes rules
for the treatment of prisoners of war.
58. See id.
59. See Schindler, supra note 41, at 939 (explaining that “human rights primarily concern
relations between states and their own nationals, an area traditionally regarded as a domestic
matter”).  The assumption is that the sovereign state’s judicial system will provide mechanisms
for the defense of individual rights.
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Human rights instruments create an individual right of action for
aggrieved individuals.60  The international human rights conventions
allow individuals to bring judicial proceedings in the appropriate
venue, whether the European Court of Human Rights or domestic
courts.61  The focus of human rights law is to guarantee the existence
of rights that can be defended and vindicated.  Human rights law is
not concerned with the manner in which this is accomplished.
Humanitarian law, on the other hand, is concerned with aiding
those who cannot help themselves.62  As such, the ICRC is empow-
ered by the Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Protocols to oversee
and ensure compliance with these instruments.63  While the parties
are bound to allow ICRC delegates to privately visit prisoners of war
in instances of international conflict, they are not legally bound to do
so in cases of internal conflict.64  In these cases, the ICRC still offers
its services, but may be rejected by the belligerent state.  Due to its
neutral stature, the ICRC is not perceived as an agent of anything but
the humanitarian cause.  The extent to which Swiss national neutral-
ity affects ICRC neutrality is examined in the next section.
C. Humanitarian Action as a Pillar of  Human Rights Awareness
Humanitarian intervention promotes respect for human rights in
two ways.  First, in instances of conflict, it provides an enforcement
mechanism for rights that are common to human rights law and hu-
manitarian law.  This stems from the fact that human rights instru-
ments allow states to deviate from their obligations in times of crisis,
precisely when the most egregious human rights violations are likely
to occur.  Second, humanitarian intervention is an expression of in-
ternational sentiment against the actions of a given regime.  The
60. See, e.g., European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, supra
note 44, art. 13.
61. See id.
62. Hans-Peter Gasser, International Humanitarian Law and the Protection of War Vic-
tims, Why do we Need International Humanitarian Law? (last modified Nov. 1, 1998)
<http://www.icrc.org/unicc/icrcnews.nsf/5845147e46836989c12561740044a4f7/ac0308be0f6b821
412561e300360910#1)> (noting “there is a need for international rules which limit the effects of
war on people and property, and which protect certain particularly vulnerable groups of per-
sons. That is the goal of international humanitarian law”).
63. See Geneva Conventions, supra note 30, pmbl. (stating “[a]n impartial humanitarian
body such as the International Committee of the Red Cross may offer its services to the Parties
to the conflict”).
64. See Rosemary Abi-Saab, Human Rights and Humanitarian Law in Internal Conflicts,
in HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN LAW: THE QUEST FOR UNIVERSALITY 120-21
(Daniel Warner ed., 1997).
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mere presence of an ICRC humanitarian delegation in a conflict area
signals that human rights violations most likely have been committed
by one or more of the parties.  Such action helps to highlight prac-
tices which are deemed unacceptable by the international commu-
nity.  This, in turn, aids in the creation of customary international law
of human rights, particularly in the “gaps” which are not covered by
treaty law.65
The work of humanitarian actors and human rights activists is
anchored, first and foremost, in the principle of humanity.66  All rele-
vant instruments, whether the UN Charter, the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights, or the Geneva Conventions, stem from con-
siderations of humanity.67  The primacy of principles of humanity has
been affirmed by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in both
peace and war.68  Today, the extent human rights law is recognized as
customary remains unclear.  The following enjoy jus cogens status:
the “hard core” of non-derogable human rights outlined in Article 4
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and in
common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions.69  The law of the
Hague prohibiting attacks on civilians during armed conflicts, as well
as the obligation to provide due judicial process and humane treat-
ment to prisoners is similarly considered to be jus cogens.70  The ICJ
deemed the provisions of common Article 3 to be “fundamental gen-
eral principles of law” in the Nicaragua v. U.S. case.71
D. Internal Conflicts and Customary International Law
Given the complex nature of internal conflicts, characterizing in-
ternational law as customary is essential for justifying international or
non-governmental humanitarian intervention.  The extent to which
second and third generation human rights are recognized as custom-
65. See Theodor Meron, Convergence of International Humanitarian Law and Human
Rights Law, in HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN LAW: THE QUEST FOR UNIVERSALITY
97, 97 (Daniel Warner ed., 1997) (explaining that these gaps occur “(1) where the threshold of
applicability of international humanitarian law is not reached; (2) where the state in question is
not a party to the relevant treaty or instrument; (3) where derogation from the specified stan-
dards is invoked; and (4) where the actor is not a government, but some other group”).
66. See id. at 100.
67. See THEODOR MERON, HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN NORMS AS CUS-
TOMARY LAW 263 (1989).
68. See Abi-Saab, supra note 64, at 120-21; see also Corfu Channel Case, 1948 ICJ 124,
124-27 (Dec. 17).
69. See Abi-Saab, supra note 64, at 121.
70. Id.
71. Military and Paramilitary Activities (Nicar. v. U.S.), 1986 ICJ 14, 114 (June 27).
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ary law depends on states’ expressions and actions to that effect, indi-
cating consent.  The humanitarian endeavors of the ICRC, particu-
larly when they are “offered” to the parties in conflict rather than
imposed by law, help identify practices that the international com-
munity will not tolerate, thereby rendering the practices in violation
of generally accepted notions of human rights.  Because human rights
instruments have been ratified by far fewer states than the number
that ratified the Geneva Conventions,72 the human rights instruments
are less authoritative in their expression of customary law than the
Conventions.
This process of forming customary human rights law through
humanitarian activity is exemplified in the activities of the ICRC.
Since 1949, the ICRC routinely has issued appeals to specific gov-
ernments to respect the Geneva Conventions whenever it learns of
probable violations.73  Other third parties, including many state gov-
ernments, have followed suit.74  While the 1977 Additional Protocols
currently do not entirely reflect customary law, they may be in the
process of becoming requisite peremptory norms for human rights
purposes.  The “basic core of human rights [contained in Protocol II
has] already been recognized as customary in human rights instru-
ments and should also be considered as such when stated in instru-
ments of humanitarian law.”75
The development of further customary human rights law will de-
pend on opinio juris and upon the continued application and obser-
vance of the human rights components of the Protocols.  The preva-
lence of opinio juris is itself dependent on repetitio facti: rulings based
on the invocation of humanitarian and human rights instruments are
influenced by the existence of judicial opinions invoking the same in-
struments.  By providing the impetus for application and observance
of these instruments, the ICRC contributes to the formation of cus-
tomary law: “the invariable sequence of events has seen an ad hoc ac-
72. See MERON, supra note 67, at 79.
73. See id. at 29.
74. See Ann. Rpt. Inter-Am. C.H.R. 129, OEA/ser. L/V/II.88 doc. 9 rev. at 106-07; see also
Hilary MacKenzie, Sombre vigil as Clinton damns capture, SCOTSMAN, Apr. 3, 1999, available
in WL 15108465.
75. See MERON, supra note 67, at 73; see also COMMENTARY ON THE ADDITIONAL
PROTOCOLS OF 8 JUNE 1977 TO THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS OF 12 AUGUST 1949 1341 (Yves
Sandoz et al. eds., 1987).  This assertion finds support in the ICRC Commentary on Protocol II,
which states that “Protocol II contains virtually all the irreducible rights of the Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights . . . .  These rights are based on rules of universal validity to which
States can be held, even in the absence of any treaty obligation or any explicit commitment on
their part.”
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tion of the ICRC develop into a general practice that later achieved
the status of a customary norm in international law and was finally
codified by treaties and conventions.”76  Given the nature of the
ICRC’s work and the necessity that it remain impartial, its actions of-
ten serve as an indication of whether international norms are being
respected in a given conflict.  When challenged by uncooperative
governments, the ICRC may publicly threaten to withdraw its per-
sonnel and operations, thereby bringing to international attention the
likelihood that gross abuses of human rights are being concealed.77
Such action can prompt third states to officially announce their posi-
tion regarding the situation and sometimes leads to multilateral U.N.
action.78
Finally, the ICRC promotes human rights law through its ability
to provide services during internal disturbances and other situations
of internal violence.  As ICRC President Cornelio Sommaruga ex-
plained:
The ICRC’s activities in situations which are not within the purview
of humanitarian law may undoubtedly be seen as safeguarding
some human rights held to be fundamental . . . . [I]n its contacts
with authorities, the ICRC bases its arguments on the principle of
humanity, although the occasional reference to human rights in-
struments is not ruled out.79
Thus, humanitarian law and human rights law are tightly inter-
woven.  Humanitarian considerations and actions contribute to the
ongoing development of human rights law and the general accep-
tance of peremptory norms resulting therefrom.  The repeated invo-
cation of humanitarian and human rights law instruments by the
ICRC represents a significant portion of the repetitio facti critical to
the formation of customary international law.
76. J.D. Armstrong, The International Committee of the Red Cross and Political Prisoners,
39 INT’L ORG. 615, 621 (1985).
77. See JOAN FITZPATRICK, HUMAN RIGHTS IN CRISIS: THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM
FOR PROTECTING RIGHTS DURING STATES OF EMERGENCY 220-21 (1994).
78. Crises where the ICRC halted operations and removed its personnel in protest include
South Vietnam, Portuguese Mozambique, South Africa, and El Salvador.  See David Forsythe,
Human Rights and the International Committee of the Red Cross, 12 HUM. RTS. Q. 265, 275
(1990).
79. Cornelio Sommaruga, Humanitarian Law and Human Rights in the ICRC’s Legal Ar-
senal, in HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN LAW: THE QUEST FOR UNIVERSALITY 120-21
(Daniel Warner ed., 1997); see also Corfu Channel Case, 1948 ICJ 124, 131 (Dec. 17).
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IV.  HOW ESSENTIAL IS SWISS NEUTRALITY?
Given the ICRC’s ability to create customary international law
through its actions in internal conflicts, this section addresses the ex-
tent to which Switzerland’s neutrality is essential to such interven-
tion.  Without Swiss neutrality, would the ICRC be perceived as less
than neutral, thus limiting its ability to fulfill its humanitarian mission
and develop human rights law?
A. Two Neutralities and Independence
ICRC President Cornelio Sommaruga recently declared that the
world needs an International Committee of the Red Cross such as it
is: neutral, independent, mono-national and Swiss.80  Without Swiss
conviction to neutrality, the ICRC’s sacred impartiality would be
compromised, impairing the execution of its mandate.81  Swiss convic-
tion to neutrality is so strong that the Federal Council’s rhetoric has
been modified in recent years to attempt to use neutrality as an in-
strument of “active” foreign policy.82
The neutrality of the ICRC must be distinguished from the neu-
trality of the Swiss state.  As noted in Section II, a state’s neutrality is
a means to ensure security, and carries with it the obligations of non-
participation in hostilities and impartiality among warring parties.83
In return, belligerents must not violate a neutral state’s territory.  Be-
80. Cornelio Sommaruga, Assistance to Victims of War in International Humanitarian Law
and Humanitarian Practice, 289 INT’L. REV. RED CROSS 373, 380 (1992).
81. See STEPHAN KUX, EUROPE’S NEUTRAL STATES: PARTNERS OR PROFITEERS IN
WESTERN SECURITY? 16 (1986) (explaining that “[an] attitude of solidarity and availability has
its roots in the century-old Swiss tradition of humanitarian activity and philantropic thought
that has found its most visible modern reflection in the work of the Swiss-sponsored [ICRC],
whose emblem - a red cross on a white background - is the reverse of Switzerland’s national
colours.  The ICRC would almost certainly be unable to function if it could not rely on the in-
ternational reputation of Swiss neutrality”); see also DANIEL FREI, LA POLITIQUE ÉTRANGÈRE
DE LA SUISSE 32 (Pro Helvetia ed., 1987).  “[Le CICR] est intinsèquement suisse par le strict
souci d’impartialité et de neutralité qui caractérise [son] activité; en fait, le CICR ne serait pas
à même de remplir sa mission s’il ne pouvait s’appuyer sur la neutralité perpétuelle de la Su-
isse.” [The ICRC is intrinsically Swiss by the strict concern of impartiality and of neutrality
which characterizes its activity; in fact, the ICRC would not be able to fulfill its mission if it
could not depend on the perpetual neutrality of Switzerland.] (translation by author).
82. See Switzerland: General Information, Swiss Neutrality, (last modified Apr. 23, 1998)
<www.swissemb.org/egal/html/neutraility.html> (stating that “[c]ontrary to the rights and du-
ties laid down in The Hague Convention, the policy of neutrality is a flexible concept defined
by the neutral state itself.  The evolution of the world’s affairs thus require a constant adapta-
tion of the policy of neutrality, which will tend to be more restrictive in times of international
tension.  In this way, neutrality can best serve its purposes as a means of Switzerland’s foreign
policy.”).
83. See OPPENHEIM, supra note 8, § 288, at 626-27.
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cause ICRC neutrality is a necessary condition precedent to the exer-
cise of its duties, it has a very material “active” component.  Neutral-
ity is one of the ICRC’s core operational principles, together with in-
dependence and impartiality.84  In practical terms, this means that
ICRC officials may not express political opinions or otherwise take a
stance on political issues.85  The ICRC strongly believes that if it were
to stray from a policy of neutrality, its ability to carry out its mandate
would be damaged: “neutrality is quite simply the only possible way
of preserving the necessary scope for humanitarian action.”86  In con-
trast with Swiss neutrality, ICRC neutrality is empowering.  It is the
very means by which the organization’s delegates are granted access
to war zones and detentions centers.
Independence, another core ICRC principle, must be considered
to understand the link between ICRC and Swiss neutrality.  The
ICRC is adamant that credible independence is crucial to its ability to
operate effectively.87  Safeguarding this independent status “involves
withstanding the attempts of donor nation governments to gain influ-
ence and the greater or lesser pressure exerted by the parties to an
armed conflict, in order to be able to work according to exclusively
humanitarian criteria.”88  A potential conflict of interest arises from
the fact that the ICRC is funded by voluntary contributions from the
states party to the Geneva Conventions, supranational organizations
(such as the European Union), the National Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies as well as other public and private sources.89
While the ICRC claims that “major efforts are constantly being made
to broaden the donor base,” certain contributors stand out.90  Swit-
zerland is the second largest government donor, providing nearly
CHF 83m of the CHF 450m total government contributions for
1996.91  When local Swiss public contributions and private donations
are included, Swiss payments total about a fifth of the entire ICRC
84. See Sommaruga, supra note 80 at 377, 377-82 (1992).
85. See id. at 379.
86. Id.
87. See Cornelio Sommaruga, Swiss Neutrality, ICRC Neutrality: Are They Indissociable?
An Independence Worth Protecting, 288 INT’L. REV. RED CROSS 264, 269 (1992).
88. See Sommaruga, supra note 80, at 377.




91. See ICRC ANNUAL REPORT 332-35 (1996)
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budget, making the Swiss the largest donors by far on a per capita ba-
sis.92
The important Swiss dimension in ICRC affairs does not end
there.  Sommaruga insists that the independence of the ICRC is
maintained by “its own structure, its mononational composition and
the system used to designate its members.”93  This system involves
“the cooptation of Swiss citizens for a period of four years, by secret
ballot and a two-thirds majority.”94  It is believed that this will lead to
entirely impartial management because external pressure is avoided,
and members voluntarily accept the public commitment.  The fact
that all of the members are Swiss is perceived as a advantage in en-
suring neutrality.
They are all of the same nationality, thus precluding any State in-
fluence on the Committee’s decisions through different national
allegiances.  Moreover, they are all Swiss, but they all have an in-
ternational outlook, as they have accepted their posts with full
knowledge of what is involved, to carry out the ICRC’s specific
mission . . . .95
Sommaruga goes even further, praising the merits of this single
nationality by contending that this state of affairs obliges the ICRC
members to “act as citizens of the world” and to “set aside as much as
possible of their own social and cultural context” in performing their
duties.96
Thus there is an undeniable link between Switzerland and the
ICRC, reflected both by the funding and by the management of the
organization.  It is not clear from the president’s comments exactly
how or why such a mononational structure contributes to greater
overall neutrality.  While vested interests will not arise through dif-
ferent national allegiances, one State and its nationals are neverthe-
less in complete control of the manner in which the organization con-
ducts its activities.  All of this suggests that Swiss neutrality may be
more significant than one might initially believe.
This question is likely to become increasingly relevant in the
years to come.  Despite the traditional links between Switzerland and
the ICRC, the latter has suggested that increased independence from
92. See id.
93. Sommaruga, supra note 87, at 270.
94. Id. at 270.
95. Id. at 269-70.
96. Id. at 270.
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Switzerland is desirable.97  During the Gulf War, the Federal Council
opted to apply economic sanctions against Iraq independently of
U.N. Security Council resolutions.98  Fearing this would compromise
the impartiality of the ICRC delegates in Iraq, the ICRC redefined
its legal status.  On March 19, 1993, by creating an agreement with
the Swiss government that declared the ICRC to be an international
organization, not a Swiss entity.99  Since signing the agreement, the
ICRC has taken a more active role in cooperation with other U.N.
agency initiatives, but in doing so, it has reaffirmed its own neutral
status and impartiality.100
B. The Gulf War
The Gulf War is the only example to date providing an indica-
tion of how ICRC activities will be perceived in the absence of con-
current Swiss neutrality.  It is the only conflict where the humanitar-
ian organization and the government took different stances.  In the
last two years, the Swiss Federal Council found both the presidency
of the OSCE and participation in NATO’s Partnership for Peace
compatible with its policy of neutrality.101  Some have declared this to
be evidence of yet another nail in neutrality’s coffin, suggesting that it
is nonsensical for Switzerland to pretend to be neutral while it is a
member of a military alliance.102  Switzerland’s current stance will
create more situations where the ICRC and the Swiss government
differ in their policy toward armed conflicts.  The ICRC must con-
tinue to maintain its neutrality despite its association with the Swiss
state (if only by the very symbol of the Red Cross, an inverted Swiss
flag).
What can be inferred from the differing policies toward Iraq?
The ICRC claimed a positive outcome resulting from publicly an-
nouncing its independence from the Swiss state.  Sommaruga made
the following comment:
97. Id. at 269.
98. Id.
99. See Adam Roberts, The Laws of War: Problems of Implementation in Contemporary
Conflicts, in 6 DUKE J. COMP. & INT’L L. 11, 55 (1995).
100. See id.
101. See Hoesli, supra note 3. “L’ouverture des alliances militaires et le développement des
organizations multilatérales [a fait de la neutralité] un instrument obsolète.”  [The opening of
military alliances and the development of multilateral organizations has made neutrality an
obsolete instrument] (translation by author).
102. See id.
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[T]he Iraqis no doubt questioned the ICRC’s presence and the im-
partiality of its operations.  They rediscovered the Committee’s in-
dependence and neutrality (known to them in fact since the Iran-
Iraq war, if not before) when, beginning in early February 1991, the
ICRC played a role essential for its humanitarian operations: pro-
viding a liaison with the governments and armed forces of the par-
ties to the conflict and of neutral countries, as well as with interna-
tional organizations.103
In this case, the ICRC benefited from the reputation it has built
over the years for actions consistent with a policy of true neutrality.
While the “presumption of neutrality” might be enhanced by an
equally neutral official Swiss policy, it appears that in the Gulf War
the ICRC’s mere assurance of impartiality was sufficient to allow
delegates to perform their duties.  This situation will be tested in fu-
ture conflicts in which the Swiss government opts to take a political
stance, or is obligated to do so due to an alliance commitment.  In
addition, the ICRC’s long-standing tradition of exclusively hiring
Swiss personnel to work in the field is changing.104  Opening up ICRC
delegation staffing to other nationalities provides governments with
additional reasons to be skeptical of the motives of humanitarian
teams allowed into their territory in the absence of a binding legal
obligation.  The UNSCOM experience in Iraq aptly illustrates the
dangers of multinational teams when individual members can be sin-
gled out as agents of a particular government.
C. Sufficient Justification?
Is the humanitarian role played by Switzerland sufficient to jus-
tify a continued foreign policy of neutrality?  The question is compli-
cated by the fact that it is not one of law nor one of fact, but rather
one which will ultimately be decided by international public opinion.
As noted at the outset, the lack of popularity of a neutral foreign
policy is due to the fact that it per se fails the moral basis test.  Neu-
trality is perceived as the failure, unwillingness, or inability to take a
moral stance.105  It is not perceived by the public to be a legitimate
stance in itself.  Its justification depends, therefore, on whether it
103. Sommaruga, supra note 87, at 272.
104. See id. at 270 (Sommaruga writes, “I feel it would be advisable for the ICRC to pursue
a policy of openness towards other nationalities, whether in the recruitment of headquarters
and field staff, for specific projects carried out by National Societies under the auspices of the
ICRC, or in seeking high-level international expertise”).  Id.
105. See Alfred Defago, The Swiss Defense; Slowly but Surely, We Are Confronting Our
Past, WASH. POST, August 24, 1997, at C1.
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plays a significant and meaningful role in promoting a higher moral
purpose.  Two factors that confirm the legitimacy of humanitarian
endeavors in the public eye are international cooperation on humani-
tarian efforts and donations to the ICRC by governments.  Continued
humanitarian intervention in internal conflicts confirms the notion
that certain human rights violations are unacceptable and holds per-
petrators accountable to the media if not to international legal bodies
(the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda, as well as the new International Criminal Court).
The contribution made by Swiss neutrality to the ICRC’s hu-
manitarian efforts needs to be considerable to warrant the status of
justification.  If reactions to Swiss conduct during World War II are
any indication, the potential positive effects of neutrality tend to be
overlooked in favor of highlighting the drawbacks.106  The relation-
ship between Swiss neutrality and the work of the ICRC suggests that
while there is an undeniable link between the two, Swiss neutrality is
far from being the most crucial element in ensuring the provision of
quality humanitarian work.  The ICRC itself stresses independence
rather than neutrality as being of primary consequence.107  Independ-
ence allows the ICRC to practice its own neutrality, that which it
deems particularly necessary to be perceived as impartial.108
Swiss neutrality would be easier to defend if the ICRC had not
recently taken steps to distinguish its independence from Switzer-
land, and if the organization were not so outspoken in drawing the
distinction between its own policies and those of the Swiss state.109
While this is a recent phenomenon, the fact that it did not visibly hin-
der the ICRC’s humanitarian efforts in Iraq during the Gulf War
suggests that the organization will continue to seek to define its iden-
tity as separate from that of the Swiss state, despite its
“mononational” structure.  Switzerland’s demonstrated willingness to
join military alliances and impose economic sanctions along with
U.N. member states suggests that ICRC independence from Swit-
106. But see Ariane Dayer & Éric Hoesli, Flavio Cotti, jusqu’où la Suisse s’écrasera-t-elle?,
L’HEBDO, Mar. 20, 1997, (visited Apr. 2, 1999) <http://www.webdo.ch/hebdo/hebdo_1997/he-
bdo_12/cotti_12.html>. Swiss President Flavio Cotti, before the release of the first report of
U.S. Undersecretary of Commerce for International Trade Stuart E. Eizenstat still believed
that the overall perception of Switzerland was positive in the public eye given its role in saving
thousands of refugees during WWII.  See supra note 4.
107. See Sommaruga, supra note 87, at 267-69.
108. See id.
109. See Roberts, supra note 99, at 55; see also supra text accompanying note 87.
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zerland is a necessary policy if the organization is to continue its ef-
forts effectively.
Justification for Swiss neutrality may exist on other grounds.
Over the years, the Swiss have developed a reputation as effective
mediators and arbitrators that goes beyond the scope of humanitar-
ian considerations.  With its roots in the work of the likes of Henri
Dunant, founder of the ICRC, and the U.S.-British Alabama arbitra-
tion,110 Switzerland continues today to play a mediating role, albeit on
a small scale.111  Switzerland played a role in resolving conflicts be-
tween Argentina and Britain after the Falklands War.112  It has been
entrusted to represent the interests of states at war (or suffering from
a breakdown in dialogue) before the U.S., Israel, Iran, South Africa,
New Zealand and Cuba.113  And it continues to formally represent the
U.S. in Cuba to this day.114  Thus, Swiss neutrality may still have a
moral argument to stand on when examined in the broader scope of
such efforts.  However, it is difficult to maintain that Swiss neutrality
continues to be necessary, if it ever was, in the humanitarian work of
the ICRC.
V.  CONCLUSION
It is clear that neutrality, previously embraced by global public
opinion as an end in itself, is no longer a venerated foreign policy
objective.  In fact, it is now viewed with a jaundiced eye.  From a
philosophical standpoint, it is difficult to reconcile neutrality with
noble objectives.  It cannot be justified as an ethic of conviction.  Le-
galistic arguments, such as incompatibility with United Nations Char-
ter provisions on collective action, are no longer sustainable, and are
likely to be perceived as weak excuses for avoiding responsibility.  As
a result, states seeking a politically neutral status now bear the bur-
den of explaining why inaction is a responsible course of action.
Switzerland, as it  continues to pursue a policy of neutrality, has
come increasingly under attack for its activities, both official and pri-
vate, during the Second World War.  Absent a coherent justifications
for its foreign policy, it will continue to be subject to international
110. See Jacques Pilet, Can Switzerland Still Present Itself as an International Mediator?, in
THE NEW SWITZERLAND: PROBLEMS AND POLICIES 85 (The Society for the Promotion of Sci-
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criticism.  As a possible justification, this Note explored the argument
that Swiss neutrality is essential to the promotion of human rights
through the chief humanitarian organization it hosts—the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross.
Human rights law and humanitarian law are interconnected in
that they both seek to promote respect for humanity, although by dif-
ferent means.  Humanitarian law buttresses derogable human rights
law provisions during war and conflict, when protection against hu-
man rights abuses is needed most.  Human rights principles, which
are at the origin of the primary texts of humanitarian law, obligate
states to abide by certain standards when individuals are not in a po-
sition to assert their rights themselves.
Humanitarian intervention promotes respect for human rights by
providing an enforcement mechanism for rights common to human
rights and humanitarian law.  Neutrality is an important element in
the second way that humanitarian objectives contribute to furthering
awareness and respect for human rights—the expression of interna-
tional sentiment against human rights violations.  The ability of ac-
tors such as the ICRC to intervene and minimize human rights abuses
in cases of internal conflict is directly correlated to the neutral status
of the institution and its agents.  This relationship exists because the
decision of a government to allow humanitarian workers into its terri-
tory is purely elective and is, as of yet, not mandated by international
law.115  When the interests of a humanitarian or human rights organi-
zation are not believed to be truly neutral, their ability to help is se-
verely hindered.  This, in turn, reduces the number of humanitarian
interventions in times of conflict, and lessens the repetitio facti which
are crucial to establishing new customary international law of human
rights.  Switzerland’s neutral status allows it to provide nonpartisan
funds and staffing to an organization whose actions are slowly estab-
lishing both new international law and an international moral climate
that will continue to be more critical of human rights abuses, whether
they are across borders or within the territorial confines of statehood.
Whether the contribution made to the ICRC’s humanitarian ef-
forts will be enough justification for a continued Swiss policy of neu-
trality remains uncertain.  The pervasiveness of information and the
globalization of media ensures that the behavior of neutral states will
continue to be scrutinized.  Those who sit in judgment will continue
to require neutral states to account for past actions.  Recent actions
115. See generally Abi-Saab, supra note 64, and accompanying text.
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taken by the ICRC to highlight their independence from the Swiss
state suggest that Swiss neutrality is not an essential element in the
formula for effective humanitarian efforts.  As a result, it is doubtful
Swiss neutrality is morally justified on this basis.  The safe course of
action is a moral one–if neutrality ever fails to fulfil the requirements
of a “responsible ethic of responsibility,” which is designed to pro-
mote human rights, it may be time for a new policy.
Alexander R. McLin
